WENDE MUSEUM
AFTERPARTY

Friday, October 1st • 9:30 p.m.

The Santa Fe Room
Indianapolis Marriott Downtown
Second Floor

The Wende Museum is pleased to invite you to join us for an evening of Soviet-inspired cocktails and music from the East German underground. This event is an afterparty for the attendees of the 45th annual conference of the German Studies Association. Attire is evening chic or East Berlin 80s punk.

Generously underwritten by Carrie and Tadzio Wellisz

The Wende Museum is an art museum, historical archive of the Cold War, and center for creative community engagement that explores and inspires change. Founded in 2002, the Wende holds an unparalleled collection of art and artifacts from the GDR and other Soviet Bloc countries and promotes a multi-layered exploration and discussion of the period. The museum serves as a foundation for dynamic scholarship and programming that illuminates the political and cultural changes of the past and sparks personal and social changes for the future.

For more information, visit wendemuseum.org or follow the Wende on social media @wendemuseum.

30th Anniversary of the FDJ Party Congress Initiative, 1976, wool rug, East German, from the Wende Collection